Some organic semiconducting materials are spontaneously ordered in evaporatedˆlms. We have found that several polar molecules form spontaneous orientation polarization in the evaporatedˆlms and it remains in the actual devices. The polarization charge at the organic hetero interface dominates the charge injection and accumulation properties of the multilayer devices. The results are likely extended to many of organic thinˆlm devices if they contain polar molecules. Spontaneous orientation polarization has not been considered as a signiˆcant factor to the device performance, though it may be used unintentionally. In terms of the optimization of the device architecture, it should be taken into account as well as the common material properties, such as the energy levels and charge carrier mobility. In this review, we show how the orientation polarization modiˆes the charge carrier behaviors in the organic lightemitting diodes, particularly focusing on the interface properties. 
ト（p）の膜厚方向の寄与率 p 〈cos u〉と分子密度 n より， P 0 ＝p 〈cos u〉 n と表される．膜表面に誘起される分極電荷密 Table 1 Interface properties of OLED-related materials. The dipole moment (p) was calculated by Gaussian 03 with a basis set of B3LYP/6-31G(d). Theˆlms were deposited on the aNPDˆlm unless explicitly stated. The relative dielectric constant e r was determined from the capacitance measurement.
The surface potential slightly depends on theˆlm thickness (but not proportionally) probably owing to the charge transfer; however, the slope was estimated from the best-ˆt line in the same manner as for the otherˆlms. /: not applicable). The inverse capacitance at the accumulation state is independent of theˆlm thickness, whereas that at the depletion state is proportional. 
